
I thought I would share what I have used as Primary Secretary. 

 

SHARING TIME SCHEDULES: 

2011 Primary Sharing Time by Penney Weyrauch 

Word Document 

Having everything in one place is wonderful. 

Idea taken from 2010 Paper Saver by Christine Bryan (I couldn’t find one 

for 2011 year) 

Customize it to fit the primary’s needs. 

Add in the Names and dates for the primary children and adult 

helpers 

Change any lessons, sacrament program, notes, activities, Stake 

Conf., Ward Conf.,  

 

 

 

2011 Bishopric Visiting Schedule by Penney Weyrauch 

Excel Document 

Given to each Bishopric to come into sharing time on Fast Sunday to share a message in closing exercises.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Primary -Nursery- Lesson Schedule for 2011 by Penney Weyrauch 

Excel Document 

Printed out for teachers binders for the lesson schedule 

 

Primary 1 – Sunbeam-  Lesson Schedule for 2011 by Penney Weyrauch 

Excel Document 

Printed out for teachers binders for the lesson schedule 

 



 

Primary 2 – CTR 4-7  Lesson Schedule for 2011 by Penney Weyrauch 

Excel Document 

Printed out for teachers binders for the lesson schedule 

 

Primary 6  - Valient 8-11  Lesson Schedule for 2011 by Penney Weyrauch 

Excel Document 

Printed out for teachers binders for the lesson schedule 

 

 



Closing Primary Assignments 2011 by Penney Weyrauch 

Excel Document 

As primary secretary I list out who is doing the different assignments 

This helps for writing up reminders the week before 

For having them listed in the bulletin 

Easy copy/ past into the primary calendar.    

Edit to when your Stake Conf. and Sacrament program are. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Primary Tracker Spotlights-2011 by Penney Weyrauch 

Excel Document 

As primary secretary I list out who is spotlighted for which Sundays. 

Based on 2 spotlights per Sunday. Fill in the yellow with the names. 

Need more? Add a row & do 3 per Sunday. 

 

 

 



Primary Tracker Assignments 2011 by Penney Weyrauch 

Excel Document 

As primary secretary I list out who is doing the different assignments and who needs to have a turn next for each 

assignment. 

Fill in the Last and first name. Our ward has Jr. Primary in for opening exercise. The Y is if they are in Jr. primary and can 

give the opening prayer. 

I put the # of the month in the columns to see who has given different assignments and who needs to have a turn. To 

separate months, I just put a period. 

 

Guess Who?  Primary Spotlight  by Penney Weyrauch 

Word Document 

Every year I do up a different spotlight questions or theme 

I thought this would be lots of fun to put a twist on the Guess Who game. 

 After each clue is read off, child raises hand with a guess on who it is.  

 When the person is guessed correctly- read off the remaining 

information. 

 If the person is never guessed, ask if they know who they are, if not, 

name the person. 

 

 

 

 

 


